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Failing 1: Addictions a repetitive compulsive behavior...
Addiction a repetitive compulsive behavior gratifying a perceived
need. Addicts delude themselves by not accepting the harm their
behavior is doing. Harm to themselves, family, friends, work mates
and community.
Addictions that are morally unacceptable, Failings :
Adrenaline gives a rush that is addictive!
Alcohol makes a person less inhibited!
Drugs that are mind altering!
Eating over eating banquet, feast, Smorgasbord, long meals!
Gambling human weakness, betting, lotteries, speculating, hedging!
New technology any new gadget they have to have, now!
Pornography entertainment depicting immoral lust!
Shopping you can't leave a shop without shopping!
Smoking the act of smoking is the health risk!
Addicts (junkies) are ignorant (stupid), gullible (foolish) and weak
(pathetic) ! They are threat to the community! They are held accountable every time.
Addicts are delusional! Addicts do not believe they
are addicted as long as they are enjoying themselves and holding their lives together. Realistically,
addictions limit addicts individuality and freedoms
as they become more restricted in their behavior.
They become more useless. They become a bigger
burden to family, friends, community. Eventually, the community is
to take over running their life.
Addicts with illicit addictions enjoy the
secretive nature of their habit! Illicit
addictions result in imprisonment and
loss of self-respect. Community takes
over running their lives.
Addicts are ignorant (stupid), gullible (foolish) and weak (pathetic)!
When people are addicted, their enjoyment often becomes focused
on carrying out their habit and reliving withdrawal. Rather than the
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full range of experiences which form their full potential for happiness
of non addiction. A civil duty: always hold addicts accountable.
Addicted become a threat to themselves,
family, friends, community. They become
delusional, dishonest, deceitful, immoral,
selfish, uncaring anti social. A civil duty,
always report addicts.
Addicts are given psychiatric help, join help support groups. Relapse
addicts are quarantined to protect the community especially young.

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !

Addiction Prayer

Addictions Day 12.2.7 C.G. Calender
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
Help me be not an addict
Help Humankind contain addictions
Punish addictions providers in life and Afterlife
Let this community be addiction free
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Addiction-Day !

The people, organizations that create junkies, feed
addiction are despicable, immoral, criminals.

They are held accountable: MS R7!
NOTE !! This applies to all ‘Addictions’. Parents of underage (17
She, 18 He) are accountable. MS R1, 1st offense, 2nd offense MS R2,
loose all their children. Cannot look after other underage.

1000's of years of Evil are coming to an End

Be Good ! Cage Evil !
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